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Half-way between concert and dance piece, The Loud Atlas is a meeting between two artists and
two worlds.
The dancer becomes a sound maker too, and the musician broadens his playing area, occupying the
entire stage space.
The pleasure for both performers is that of putting their skills into a dangerous zone, one where
they can only relate to each other for safety and method. A perilious and precarious dance where
the two ﬁelds clash and interpenetrate, inviting the audience to listen with fresh eyes, and look with
new ears.
After meeting for the ﬁrst time since adolescence in a studio in Berlin, the two performers discover
that all along their fourty-odd years of separate growth and professional achievements they have
been pursuing parallel artistic visions, asking similar questions to their respective art forms; they
then start a process of mapping the territory where their two disciplines converge and can coexist.
The structural idea of this project is one of several independent scenes, to be picked and mixed at
leasure. A “songbook” that can be shuﬄed and reassembled to suit diﬀerent spaces and contexts; a
versatile work, ﬂexible in duration, that can be reconﬁgured limitlessly.
Far from being a catalog, the tableaux in The Loud Atlas focus on the relation between the two
performers, and between them and the space. Where do their two disciplines intersect? What is
there to discover in this blurred zone? What kind of idiom? What sort of games?
“We want to explore yet once more this ancestral relationship between music and bodily motion, to
reassess what are the energies that sets it in motion, and keeps it vital and urgent.”
Laura Simi and Maurizio Ravalico

THE STRUCTURE
Built like an album, a collection of songs, the pièce is similar to a concert in its unfolding. Each
“song” is self-explicatory and self-contained, despite sharing a common thread with the others.
They all have independent life, and diﬀerent duration.
THE DRUM
The drum, as a man-made artifact, has always fascinated me. Beat, pulse, vibration; an instrument
that warns, announces, talks, in the collective imagination of people all over the world. I’m drawn by
the analogy between the instrument drum and the human eardrum: both built as a sensitive
membrane, a skin; one emits, the other receives.
DANCE AND SOUND
The body movements and the musical gestures are kneaded, marinated, repeated to exhaustion,
until they become an indivisible whole. Duration in time, the act of listening and of reﬁning a script,
are all raw matter of a craft for me, but also a sort of game between us two.
Rhythm is made of repeated gestures, of alternations; small or big, disciplined or wild. The script is
ﬁxed, but it often allows for open moments of guided improvisation. The creative process often
consists in setting basic sound objects in motion, and then derive new ideas from observing their
repercussion in space. The thunderous sound of a large drum, the minute ticking of oyster shells
rubbed against each other; persistent, deafeaning industrial sounds, or isolated clicks on a silent
stage.
THE TWO TEXTS
Two pieces of spoken word are included in the show, as yet another tools for sound and rhythm
construction. The ﬁrst is a sound poem by Dino Campana (1885-1932), Passeggiata in Tram in America
e Ritorno, while the second, An English Poem, is written by Maurizio Ravalico.
I have known Dino Campana’s text for a long time, and I’ve always been stricken by its musical and
visionary quality, manifest in its depiction of sounds and movements within the urban landscape. It’s
a musical poem, and it is precisely as music that we use it: juxtaposing diﬀerent languages, and
repeating single sentences percussively. An English Poem, is constructed as an obsessive series of
negations (not this, not that…). We chose this text for its rhythmic quality and its rebellious
character, and it appears during one of the most animal sequences of the show.
THE PRACTICE OF LISTENING
The discipline of listening is one of the things that our two art forms share. Listening to each other
ﬁrst of all, for then observing the paths of sound in space, listening to it bouncing around and
coming back to us. The act of listening becomes part of the choreography, and it becomes in turn a
communication with the audience.
Laura Simi
SONG TITLES
OUVERTURE
- the universe is a drum
- in the space between things,
we invent silence
THE ALPHABET
- enter the symbol
BRANCHES
- humans make music

DINO CAMPANA
- speech claims its own
BLOCK ONE
- a duet
THE ATLAS
- the heavy burden of ideological
integrity

THE BEAST
- shake bang and scream
- an english poem
- cosmic baby (no one is born smart, but
everyone is most certainly born curious)
THE ROLL
- cosmic baby rocks on
- we go together now

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
ANNEXE – a sketchbook
Music scores, movement notes and texts produced during the creation of THE LOUD ATLAS
Watch/download here: http://silenda.fr/IMG/pdf/tla-annexe-fr.pdf

RECENT SOUND CREATIONS BY MAURIZIO RAVALICO
2020
It Used to be Buzzing with Insects Here – (video)
2018
Just Bring Your Toys – from the LP Nobody’s Husband, Nobody’s Dad
2018
Fear of Mapping (Maurizio Ravalico’s Left-handed Marching Army version) – from the EP A Momentary
Convergence of Diﬀerently Paced Trajectories

RESIDENCES CALENDAR
15-28 JUNE 2020 Sépulcre - Caen (FR)
29 JUNE – 4 JULY 2020 Chorège - CDCN Falaise Normandie – Programme « Culture-Santé » (FR)
12-23 OCTOBER 2020 La Pratique - Vatan (FR)
23 NOVEMBER - 4 DICEMBER 2020 Le Phare – CCN du Havre Normandie

The Loud Atlas has also been hosted during the ﬁrst phases of its creation by Tatwerk-Berlin, in 2017, and TripSpace, London, in
2018.

BIO
LAURA SIMI Originally from Tuscany, she lives and
work in Caen, Normandy, where she runs the
company Silenda with Damiano Foà. Initially
formed as a ballet dancer, she studied other dance
forms at the CSD school of Florence, particularily
the classic and baroque repertoire.
She then furthered her studies in the USA, with
dance pioneers such as Martha Graham, Hans
Zullig, Kazuo Ohno and Alwin Nikolais in New
York, where she has also worked with Richard
Haisma.
After moving to France with Damiano Foà,
together they collaborated with various
choreographers, like Santiago Sempere, Brigitte
Asselineau, Hela Fattoumi & Eric Lamoureux and
the Canadian Jean Pierre Perreault. Silenda was
founded in 1993, and has since created more than
ﬁfteen choreographic and performance pièces,
won several awards, like the Grand Prize SACD at
the Rencontres Internationales Chorégraphiques
de Seine-Saint-Denis in 1994, and toured France,
Italy, Portugal, Spain, Korea and Japan.
Some of her experiences are informed by teaching
dance and gesture during residencies with people
from diﬀerent generations, in hospitals, with
elderly people, people with disabilities and
teenagers. She teaches to professional dancers
and actors in France and other countries. She has
worked on the “Crossing Point” project with Neil
Callaghan, between France and Great Britain, and
she is currently engaged in the creation of The
Loud Atlas, with Maurizio Ravalico.

MAURIZIO RAVALICO was born in Italy in 1963.
Between 1989 and 1991 he studied Afro-Cuban
percussion in La Havana, Cuba, before making a
move to London, where he has been living and
working since 1991. His list of collaborations is
maybe the best index of his versatility and broad
range of interests; among them: Jamiroquai, Paul
McCartney, Jesus Alemani, Snowboy, Alex
Wilson, Greg Osby, Kaidi Tatham, Finn Peters,
John Edwards, Steve Beresford, Oren Marshall,
Shabaka Huchkins, and the choreographers Lea
Anderson, Bill T.Jones, Maja Garcìa and Jane
Turner.
From 2004 to 2010 he has been playing percussion
for several contemporary dance schools around
London, and he is also a frequent presence in the
improv and experimental music scene of Berlin,
where he spends a fair deal of his time. In London
he is presently collaborating with the modal jazz
quintet Collocutor, the Dele Sosimi Afrobeat
Orchestra and the string quartet Phaedra
Ensemble. The second album of his Berlin/London
trio Fiium Shaarrk, We Are Astonishingly Lifelike,
was included in BBC3 Late Junction‘s list of “12
Best Albums of 2017”.
Maurizio has released most of his signature music
on the Not Applicable label, while his ﬁrst entirely
solo percussion album, Nobody’s Husband,
Nobody’s Dad, was released in 2018 on Funkiwala.
Website www.maurizioravalico.com
Interview https://youtu.be/bthByULAT6Y

SILENDA
Like “collectors” of movements, Laura Simi and Damiano Foà travel inside and outside the body, a place of
metamorphosis. The Silenda company researches about: emotional states in movement, dance as an experience
of fragility, as a space open to the accidents of life, the impulses of our times made poetical, the resistance of
beings as a creative force, how dance reveals and communicates kinetic conditions. Laura Simi and Damiano Foà
founded the company Silenda in 1993. The company received several awards, including the First Prize for the
best solo at the Cagliari Competition/Festival in 1992 and the SACD Grand Prize for young authors at the
Rencontres Internationales Chorégraphiques de Seine-Saint-Denis in 1994. Silenda has toured in France, Italy,
Portugal, Spain, Korea, Japan etc. These trips are an opportunity for exchanges, training and workshops. The
company took part in three editions of Skite (international artist’s workcamp designed by Jean-Marc Adolphe)
and made encounters with Meg Stuart, Alan Platel, Sonia Leontie, Olivier Dubois...
Silenda's repertoire includes more than 15 pieces; among others: Continuum, Shut Up, Unﬁnished Title and
Prelude. Anima premiered in Montreal in January 2016, in collaboration with Sonia Léontie. The piece Sonore,
which explores the inﬂuence of sound on the behavior of the body, premiered in Falaise at the Festival La Danse
de tous les sens in May 2017. In 2018 Damiano Foà created the solo Portrait at the Artothèque de Caen. In 2019,
Laura Simi created the solo Fenomeno at the Studio Le Regard du Cygne in Paris. Currently she collaborates with
the musician Maurizio Ravalico for her next creation The Loud Atlas to be premieredin London in 2021 .

VIDEO LINKS
Fenomeno by Laura Simi (2019)
Teaser

Titre Inachevé by Damiano Foà (2013)
Teaser

Portrait by Damiano Foà (2018)
Teaser

Shut Up! by Laura Simi and Jean-Noël Françoise
(2013)
Teaser

Fenomeno 1 by Laura Simi (Performance - 2017)
Video creation by Perig Villerbu
Sonore by Laura Simi (2017)
Teaser

Continuum by Laura Simi and Damiano Foà (2012)
Teaser

PRESS REVIEWS

Rosita Boisseau, Télérama, Ottobre 2019
The title of Laura Simi's new show, Fenomeno, derives from a Greek word meaning "I appear". But it
also indicates, in Italian, an anomalous, unusual, weird person... Driven by this double meaning, the
dancer and choreographer, here alone on stage, supported by the music of Perig Villerbu and the
lights of her accomplice Damiano Foà, evokes the question of the threshold, of the passage. Laura
feeds on her diaries from the 1970s in Italy and the work on the noise of researcher Martina Raponi
(Sandberg Instituut, Amsterdam). A dancer and choreographer with hearing problems, Laura Simi
tries to exacerbate on stage her relationship as a dancer with body and dance sounds, as well as the
deep vibration that connects living beings, and artists in particular, on the stage. Phenomenon is a
self-portrait of this decidedly unique artist, Laura Simi.

Thomas Hahn, Dansercanalhistorique, Novembre 2019
Laura Simi oﬀers a radically diﬀerent way of working on memories. (...) She returns here to her youth
in Italy, the so-called Years of Lead, the demonstrations, the Communist dream, returning to the joy of
childhood when the school is closed and lessons are skipped following a bomb threat... Laura Simi
goes through her fragments of memories in a scenic landscape made of wires, speakers, microphones
and LED bars. (...) The choreographer and the composer Perig Villerbu put themselves at the service
of Simi's intimate relationship with all acoustic phenomena. "As a person with hearing problems I am
always asked about this disability/protection and how it aﬀects my life and my dance," she says. By
issuing these questions, the sound here becomes a concrete and at the same time abstract landscape.
It creates a tactile bond with Simi that never stops reorganizing this landscape, at once acoustic and
material. Villerbu's intimate composition even reaches out the public space, when Simi entrusts the
mobile speakers to the spectators.
(...) In Greek, "phenomenon" means "I appear", she reminds. When the choreographer turns her
hands, when she modulates the rhythm of her steps and pendulum gestures, when her arms form
arches, when she bends or jumps to free herself, she seems to transform space and bend time. Every
dimension reaches and transmits Simi's inner truth, to the point that sound, time and space are one.
(...) Phenomenon has the gift of linking a personal story to the great story, leaving a lot of space for
ﬁligree research on the relationship between sound, plastic, visual and gestural universes.

Martina Corsi e Leonardo Favilli, Gufetto Press, Ottobre 2020 - Contemporanea festival Prato
Fenomeno is a touching and intimate performance, conceived and staged by Laura Simi. In the space
of the former Excelsior cinema we ﬁnd ourselves in a black environment, where we are immediately
stricken by the asserting presence of speakers, large and small, black and white, scattered all over the
stage and connected by many coloured wires, all reminescent of the circus tents of when we were
children, and the continuous light games of amusement parks. We are eﬀectively witnessing a deep
journey through the life moments of the protagonist, who gradually reveals herself by laying bare,
between one sound and another, her disabling hearing problem. The audience understands this
through scattered recorded voices, which sound like readings from diaries or perhaps answering
machine messages, from the 70s to 1994, in a journey through memories, fragments that the
performer gives away to the audience, together with tireless gestures and movements. Everything
revolves around sound, whether present or absent: a lot of background music, a Russian hymn,
classical music, she singing while playing percussion; but also a lot of silence, just the noise of the body
and many questions hovering. In the end, when she removes all barriers and brings the speakers
closer to the audience, she distributes them neatly among us, as if to give them to us, to connect us to
her world, made perhaps of sounds diﬀerent from ours.
A touching performance, which slowly and gently reveals itself, a strong experience that Simi needs to
tell, with delicacy but at the same time with great strength, with the courage to lay bare, to narrate a
problem instead of camouﬂaging it.
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The original sketches ”Part for the Right Hand”, on THE ALPHABET, and ”Schema Camminate” on BRANCHES are ©Maurizio Ravalico – All other images ©Silenda

